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Summary

Recent years, the demand of high data rates in wireless communication systems has rapidly increased. Among the promising candidates responding to the demand, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems have been received much research attention. Compared with the conventional single-input single-output (SISO), a MIMO system can improve channel capacity without upgrading the transmitter's power supply and widening the bandwidth. In MIMO techniques, antenna issues such as operating bandwidth, element radiation patterns, array configuration, element polarization, mutual coupling, and array size may have strong effects on channel capacity. Therefore, these issues should be taken into account in new antenna designs for MIMO systems. Recently, many types of compact MIMO antennas have been introduced. However, there are still several drawbacks such as high mutual coupling, narrow bandwidth, and large size. This dissertation will make a contribution on new designs of MIMO antennas with main focus on wide operating bandwidth and compact size issues. Furthermore, experiments on MIMO schemes, which utilize proposed antennas, are also conducted with detailed discussions and results.

Firstly, two compact wideband MIMO antennas with tri-polarization are proposed. One has three ports formed in an “H” shape, and the other has six ports formed in a cube. Antenna elements are formed in compact sizes, yet mutual couplings between them are kept under -18 dB. These MIMO antennas can offer a relative bandwidth of over 16%. In addition, several
measurements of MIMO systems utilizing the proposed antennas in two typical environments, line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagations, have been carried. The results of these measurements show wideband MIMO characteristics of the antennas.

Secondly, we propose a simple broadband antenna that is suitable for broadband wireless applications. The antenna can offer a bandwidth of over 50%. In addition, two MIMO antennas, of which elements are similar to the broadband antenna, are proposed. One consists of two ports, and the other consists of four ports. Measurement results show that mutual coupling between ports in these MIMO antennas are kept under -10 dB at low frequency region, and -20 dB at high frequency region of the bandwidth of the MIMO antennas. Furthermore, we utilized the broadband MIMO antennas in some MIMO experiments to examine channel capacity in a wide frequency range. Measurement results indicate the change of channel capacity over a wide frequency range.

Finally, basing on the 50%-bandwidth antenna above, we introduce a novel ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna. This antenna offers a relative bandwidth of 95.5%, covering a frequency range of 3.5-9.9 GHz, making it suitable for UWB communications. Furthermore, since its design is simple and compact, we may utilize the antenna to form UWB-MIMO antennas.
MIMO無線通信のための広帯域コンパクトアンテナに関する研究

レ・ディン・タン
Le Dinh Thanh

論文概要

近年、無線通信システムにおける高データレートの需要が急速に増加している。その中で、MIMO（多入力多出力システム）に関する研究が注目されている。MIMOシステムは、送信側と受信側で複数のアンテナを利用して、送信電力を増加せず、または使用する帯域幅を広げないまま、システムの通信路容量を向上させることができる。MIMOシステムでは、動作帯域幅、素子の放射パターン、アレイ構成、偏波、アンテナ素子間相互結合、および配列のサイズなどのアンテナの問題を考慮した設計が必要になる。既存のMIMOアンテナの大部分は、動作帯域幅が狭く、寸法が大きい。本論文では、広帯域かつコンパクトであることの要求を考慮したMIMOアンテナ設計について示す。また、アンテナの設計とMIMO実験に関する詳細な検討結果について述べる。

最初に、直交三偏波を持つ二つの小型広帯域MIMOアンテナの設計法を述べる。一方は、“H”状に形成された3つのポートを有するアンテナである。他方は、キューブ状で形成された6つのポートを持つものである。デザインはコンパクトであるが、ポート間で低い相互結合特性を持つ。さらに、2つの典型的な伝搬環境において、提案アンテナを利用したMIMO実験：見通し内（LOS）と見通し外（NLOS）の伝送特性測定実験を行った。又、測定データを用いて3直交偏波利用広帯域MIMOの通信路容量の評価を行った。

次に、MIMOコグニティブ無線のための簡易かつコンパクトな広帯域アンテナの設計を行った。このアンテナをアレイ化した2種類のMIMO広帯域アンテナの伝送特性を評価した。一方は、2ポートのアレイアンテナであり、他方は4ポートのアレイアンテナである。さらに、これらの広帯域アレイアンテナを用いた実験によって広帯域でのMIMOの特性を調べた。その結果、広帯域における良好なMIMO通信路容量特性を実現することができ、超広帯域特性が要求されるコグニティブ無線の利用に有効であることが分かった。
最後に、上記で提案した広帯域アンテナをさらに広帯域化して、超広帯域(UWB) ダイポールアンテナとしての設計を行った。このアンテナの特性シミュレーション解析と、電波暗室内での特性測定実験も行った。その結果、提案したUWBアンテナは周波数3.5GHz-9.9GHzで良好な特性を有することが確認でき、今後のUWB-MIMO通信システム用のアンテナとして、有望であることが分かった。
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context of Work

In recent years, many advanced techniques have been developed to improve data rates in wireless communications. Among these techniques, the Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) transmission scheme is one of the most promising methods. In MIMO systems, antenna issues such as operating bandwidth, element radiation patterns, array configuration, element polarization, mutual coupling, and array size have critical impacts on channel capacity [1], [2]. Thus, topics related to antennas for MIMO systems has been a main focus in many research groups.

An antenna array for MIMO systems, also referred to as MIMO antennas, consists of a number of antenna elements in a particular configuration. In order to enhance channel capacity, mutual couplings between elements should be kept under a low value. Furthermore, the configuration of the MIMO antenna should be compact to save space in a real application. However, if elements of the MIMO antenna are configured too close to each others (for a compact design), mutual couplings between them will increase, thus channel capacity will be reduced significantly. Moreover, for wideband MIMO communications, the MIMO antenna should also work in a wide fre-
design of wideband compact MIMO antennas is an interesting topic in antenna research. Currently, several designs of compact MIMO antennas have been introduced [3]-[9]. These antennas are formed in compact size, but mutual couplings between elements are still high. Nevertheless, they only offer a narrow operating bandwidth. For example, relative bandwidth is only 2% in [4], 5% in [5], or so on. In this work, we will propose new wideband compact MIMO antennas. Some of these MIMO antennas can offer a bandwidth of over 50%, making them applicable for wideband MIMO communications, including MIMO in cognitive radio.

Furthermore, while narrowband MIMO experiments have been presented recently in [10]-[13], there are few papers reporting MIMO performances for a wide bandwidth. Therefore, measuring channel capacity of MIMO systems with different wideband MIMO antennas in different environments, including reverberation chamber, indoor or outdoor, would be also an interesting point. We will make a contribution in this open field by conducting some MIMO measurements with our MIMO antennas.

Finally, working further toward the design of wideband antennas, we found that not many compact antennas for UWB-MIMO communications have been introduced up to present. Most of single UWB antennas have complex design and large size. Thus, they would not be suitable in forming UWB-MIMO antennas. Therefore, we will propose a simple, compact UWB antenna for UWB communications. Thanks to its compact size, the proposed UWB antenna is very promising as the base to develop a UWB-MIMO antenna in future research. Main contributions of our work are presented in the following section.
1.2 **Main Contributions**

This thesis contributes in the designs of wideband compact MIMO antennas and measurement techniques for computing channel capacity of MIMO systems over a wide frequency range.

Firstly, we propose two wideband compact MIMO antennas: one consists of three ports, and the other consists of six ports. We utilize these MIMO antennas in several measurements in two typical environments: line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagations to characterize performance of wideband MIMO systems. The results of these experiments show averaged channel capacity of wideband MIMO systems with tri-polarizations.

Secondly, a simple broadband antenna is proposed for advanced wireless communications such as cognitive radio applications. Based on the proposed broadband antenna, two broadband MIMO antennas, one has two ports and the other has four ports, are developed. These MIMO antennas are simple, compact, yet offer a wide operating frequency range with low mutual coupling. The broadband MIMO antennas are utilized in MIMO measurements to explore the change of channel capacity over a wide frequency range for cognitive radio applications.

Finally, we introduce a novel compact UWB dipole antenna that aims at the use for UWB-MIMO antennas. The UWB antenna is developed from the proposed broadband antenna with some modifications and optimization. Measurement results are shown and some discussions on antenna performance are presented.

1.3 **Outline of Thesis**

The thesis consists of six chapters, of which the author’s main contributions are presented in chapters 3, 4, and 5.

**Chapter 2:** In this chapter, the background of MIMO techniques and an overview
Chapter 1. Introduction

of MIMO antenna issues will be presented. The summary of MIMO includes brief introduction of the improvements of using MIMO compared with SISO systems, MIMO channel model, and channel capacity of MIMO systems in eigen mode. Additionally, the chapter gives an overview of MIMO antenna and its aspects which affect on MIMO performance. Challenging in MIMO antenna designs are also discussed with some current research trends.

Chapter 3: We firstly proposed two compact wideband MIMO antennas, one has three ports and the other has six ports, in this chapter. These MIMO antennas are designed from a new printed dipole element which consists of a dipole and a symmetric balun strip. For these MIMO antennas, relative bandwidth is over 16% for VSWR less than 2; mutual coupling is under -18 dB and -20 dB for the three-port antenna and the six-port antenna respectively. Secondly, we utilized the compact MIMO antennas for some MIMO experiments to examine how the antennas work in practical systems. Measurement results of channel capacity of wideband MIMO systems with tri-polarizations are presented.

Chapter 4: In the first part of this chapter, we focus on a design of a simple compact broadband antenna. Antenna operating principle, as well as main characteristics are presented. Next, using the proposed broadband antenna as elements, we introduce two simple broadband MIMO antennas. Both these MIMO antennas keep low mutual couplings in compact sizes. Furthermore, we utilize the broadband MIMO antennas in several measurements, in which MIMO systems are assumed to be operated in cognitive radio in a wide frequency range. The results of these measurements show how channel capacity of a MIMO system change in a wide frequency region.

Chapter 5: This chapter indexes our novel design of a compact UWB dipole antenna. It is developed from the broadband antenna in chapter 4 with some additional components. The size of this UWB antenna is only 57 mm × 9 mm × 1.6 mm. In fact, its length is slightly long compared with some available UWB antennas. However, its
width (only 9 mm) is one of the smallest among existing UWB antennas. The pro-
posed UWB antenna can be easily utilized to form UWB-MIMO antennas in further 
research.

Chapter 6: Chapter 6 presents concluding remarks of this thesis and some future 
works.
2.1 Basic Concepts

2.1.1 Antenna

According to the IEEE standards definitions of terms for antenna (IEEE Std 145-1983), the antenna is defined as a “part of a transmitting or receiving system which is designed to radiate or to receive electromagnetic waves” [14]. It is the transitional structure between free-space and a guiding device [15]. Although there are a number of parameters characterizing an antenna, but to describe its performance, only some main parameters are considered such as radiation pattern, gain, bandwidth, voltage standing wave ratio/return loss, or so on.

Radiation pattern

Radiation pattern of an antenna is defined as “a mathematical function or a graphical representation of the radiation properties of the antenna as a function of space coordinates. In most cases, the radiation pattern is determined in the far-field region and is represented as a function of the directional coordinates” [14], [15]. In our work, when
proposing a new antenna, we also measure radiation pattern to specify its performance. Antenna radiation pattern is measured inside an anechoic chamber.

**Voltage standing wave ratio/ Return loss**

Return loss (RL) is a measure of the effectiveness of power delivery from a transmission line to a load such as an antenna. If the power incident on the antenna-under-test is $P_{in}$ and the power reflected back to the source is $P_{ref}$, the degree of mismatch between the incident and reflected power in the traveling waves is given by the ratio $P_{in}/P_{ref}$. Expressed in dB, it is written as

$$RL = 10\log_{10} \left( \frac{P_{in}}{P_{ref}} \right) (dB).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

In terms of the reflection coefficient $\rho$, return loss can be expressed as

$$RL = -20\log_{10} |\rho| (dB).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

In terms of the voltage-standing-wave-ratio (VSWR), return loss can be expressed as

$$RL = 20\log_{10} \left| \frac{\text{VSWR} + 1}{\text{VSWR} - 1} \right|.$$

In many papers related to design of antennas, return loss or VSWR is normally used to describe antenna performance. In our work, we use the VSWR characteristic to specify antenna bandwidth.

**Bandwidth**

The bandwidth of an antenna is referred to as “the range of frequencies within which the performance of the antenna, with respect to some characteristic, conforms to a specified standard”[15]. Therefore, if antenna characteristics are within an acceptable value in a frequency range, then the range is considered to be the antenna bandwidth.
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This frequency range is also referred to as the “absolute bandwidth” of an antenna.

In most of papers in IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, antenna bandwidth is considered as a frequency range where reflection coefficient is less than -10 dB, or in some others, VSWR is less than 2. Depending on applications, there are also papers that considered antenna bandwidth to be a frequency range where VSWR is less than 3. In this thesis, the frequency range, where VSWR less than 2, is considered as antenna bandwidth.

In order to compare the bandwidth of different antennas, a relative bandwidth is also widely used. It is the ratio of absolute bandwidth and the center frequency of the bandwidth. Let \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are the lowest frequency and the highest frequency of the bandwidth of an antenna, the relative bandwidth of the antenna is calculated as

\[
\text{BW} = \frac{200(f_2 - f_1)}{f_2 + f_1} \%.
\]  

(2.4)

According to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Ultra-Wideband (UWB) may be used to refer to any radio technology having bandwidth exceeding of 500 MHz or 20% of relative bandwidth [16].

Balun

The word “Balun” comes from Balance-Unbalance description in antenna. In antenna, a balun is used as an electrical transformer that converts electrical signals from unbalanced source (for example from a coaxial) to a balanced antenna (for example a dipole). Within a good balun, currents on antenna following back to connectors will be reduced significantly. Therefore, antenna may also achieve a larger bandwidth.

2.1.2 MIMO Antenna

An antenna array for MIMO systems is referred to as a MIMO antenna. If the configuration of the MIMO antenna is compact, it is called as a compact MIMO antenna.
Furthermore, the number of ports in a MIMO antenna corresponds to the number of elements of it. Therefore, sometimes, it is known as an \textit{N-port MIMO antenna}, where \textit{N} is the number of port.

2.2 MIMO Backgrounds

2.2.1 Benefits of MIMO

Over the past decade, wireless communication systems using multiple antennas at both transmitter and receiver, Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) systems, have been developed. Compared with the conventional SISO (Single-Input Single-Output) systems, MIMO systems can offer much greater performances. The improvement in MIMO systems comes from array gain, diversity gain, spatial multiplex gain, and interference reduction [17]. They are explained briefly in the following.

\textbf{Array gain:} Since multiple antennas are used at transmitter and receiver, signal to noise ratio (SNR) will be increased thanks to the coherent combining effect of signals at the receiver. Array gain in MIMO is the increase of SNR. Array gain depends on the number of antennas used in the system and on the channel knowledge in transmitter and receiver.

\textbf{Diversity gain:} Diversity gain is the gain achieved from mitigating fading of wireless channel by the diversity techniques. These techniques rely on transmitting multiple copies of the signal over independently fading paths. By doing so, it is expected that at least one of the copy will avoid a deep fade during propagation. Thus, quality and reliability of reception will be improved.

\textbf{Spatial multiplex gain:} This gain is realized by transmitting independent data streams via multiple antennas. Under good channel conditions, for example in multipath-rich environment, the receiver can separate the different streams, thus improving channel capacity.
Interference reduction: Since multiple antennas are utilized, we can adaptively control signal energy towards the determined users and reduce signals from directional interferers by changing radiation patterns of the array.

In fact, realization of the mentioned benefits can not be possible at a same time or even at a defined system because it depends on transceiver design. For example, channel capacity of a MIMO system can be much improved if the number of antennas is large, but system drawbacks such as complexity, cost, or size will be also considerably raised. Even so, in comparison with the conventional SISO systems, these benefits promote MIMO techniques to be one of the key schemes for gigabit wireless communications.

2.2.2 MIMO Channel Modeling

A basic MIMO model is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 in which the propagation environment consist of a number of scatterers, reflectors, or diffraitors. Depending on the strength of the direct signal traveling from transmitters to receivers, propagation environment are divided into two types: the line-of-sight (LOS) and the none-line-of-sight (NLOS) environment. In the LOS environment, typically found in outdoor, a direct signal from the transmitter to the receiver is relatively strong compared with the total of reflected signals. On the other hands, the direct signal is weak or do not exist in the NLOS environment, found in a reverberation chamber.

For a MIMO channel which has $N_t$ transmit antennas and $N_r$ receive antennas, the channel matrix $A(f)$ in frequency domain can be written as

$$A(f) = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{11}(f) & \cdots & a_{1,N_r}(f) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{N_t,1}(f) & \cdots & a_{N_t,N_r}(f)
\end{bmatrix} \tag{2.5}$$

where $a_{nt}(f)$ represents the gain between the $t^{th}$ transmitter and $r^{th}$ receiver antennas.
(1 ≤ r ≤ Nr and 1 ≤ t ≤ Nt). Using singular-value decomposition (SVD), we can express the matrix A as

\[
A = E_r D E_t^H = \sum_{i=1}^{N_0} \sqrt{\lambda_i} \cdot e_{r,i} \cdot e_{t,i}^H
\]  

where

\[
D \equiv \text{diag} \left[ \sqrt{\lambda_1}, \sqrt{\lambda_2}, \ldots, \sqrt{\lambda_{N_0}} \right]
\]
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The singular values $\lambda_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_0)$, arranged in descending order of value, are the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix $AA^H$ where $(\cdot)^H$ is Hermitian operator. The vectors $e_{t,i}$ and $e_{r,i}$ respectively are the eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues $\lambda_i$ of matrix $A^HA$ and $AA^H$.

By expanding the channel matrix in this approach, we can represent the propagation paths for a MIMO channel in a simpler way as illustrated in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. Fig. 2.2 presents the channel matrix representing Eq. (2.5), whereas Fig. 2.3 shows the equivalent circuit representing in SVD. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, the MIMO channel offers $N_0$ independent transmission paths. In this representation, the spatial multiplex gain is highlighted visually by the number of singular values, $\lambda_i$. As shown in Eq. (2.7) and Fig. 2.3, the gain amplitude of each path, depending on respective eigenvalues, is

Figure 2.3: Equivalent channel

$$E_t \equiv [e_{t,1} \ e_{t,2} \cdots e_{t,N_0}]$$

$$E_r \equiv [e_{r,1} \ e_{r,2} \cdots e_{r,N_0}]$$

$$N_0 \equiv \min(N_t, N_r).$$
equal to $\sqrt{\lambda_i}$ where $\sqrt{\lambda_1}$ is the greatest and $\sqrt{\lambda_{N_0}}$ is the smallest value. These virtual paths are called as eigenpaths. The first eigen-path, respective to $\sqrt{\lambda_1}$, is referred to as the primary, while the second or lower eigenvalue paths are minor.

The statistical characteristics of the MIMO channel have been an interesting research topic so far. For the largest eigenvalue, a closed form expression has been investigated [18]. On the other hands, the expression of smallest eigenvalue is examined in [19]. In addition, in [20], the authors presented a method to calculate theoretical expressions for the marginal distribution of all eigenvalues of MIMO correlation matrices in the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading environment. The method is based on the calculations for the largest evenvalue. The marginal distribution functions of ordered eigenvalues are expressed by linear combination of polynomials each multiplied by an exponential. Following this method, we have calculated the marginal probability density functions (PDF) of eigenvalues of some MIMO configurations which are investigated in this thesis. For instance, the density functions $p(\lambda)$ of the eigenvalues of the $3 \times N_r$ MIMO in the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel are calculated as

$$p(\lambda_1) = a_0 (\lambda_1) e^{-\lambda_1} - a_1 (\lambda_1) e^{-2\lambda_1} + a_2 (\lambda_1) e^{-3\lambda_1}$$

(2.11)

$$p(\lambda_2) = a_1 (\lambda_2) e^{-2\lambda_2} - 2a_2 (\lambda_2) e^{-3\lambda_2}$$

(2.12)

$$p(\lambda_3) = a_2 (\lambda_3) e^{-3\lambda_3}$$

(2.13)

where $a_i (\lambda)$ ($i = 1, 2, 3$) are polynomials. For $N_r = 3$, the polynomials can be expressed as

$$a_0 (\lambda) = 3 - 6\lambda + 6\lambda^2 - 2\lambda^3 + \frac{1}{4}\lambda^4$$

(2.14)
Theoretical calculation
Monte Carlo simulation

Figure 2.4: Distribution functions of $N_t \times N_r$ MIMO: solid lines are obtained by theoretical calculation and dashed lines are by Monte Carlo simulations. (a) $3 \times 3$ MIMO; (b) $3 \times 6$ MIMO.

\[
a_1 (\lambda) = 6 - 6 \lambda + 3 \lambda^2 + \lambda^3 + \frac{1}{2} \lambda^4
\]

\[
a_2 (\lambda) = 3.
\]

From the density functions, we can easily calculate cumulative distribution functions (CDF) by taking integration of the probability density functions. For convenience, we calculated polynomials for a number of $N_t$ and $N_r$ and will present them in the appendix A. The theoretical calculations here will be used to compare with measured results presented in the next chapters.

We make a comparison between theoretical calculation and Monte Carlo simulation to verify the correctness of presented expressions. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the CDFs of eigenvalues of some MIMO schemes which are plotted by both calculations (solid line) and Monte Carlo simulations (histograms) using $10^6$ samples. As can be seen from these figures, calculation and simulation are in very good agreement.
2.2.3 Channel Capacity of MIMO Systems

The Shannon channel capacity of the additive white Gaussian noise SISO channel is calculated as

$$C = \log_2(1 + \gamma_0) \quad \text{[bits/s/Hz]} \quad (2.17)$$

where $\gamma_0$ is the receiver SNR. For the MIMO channel, there are two cases, depending on whether the transmitter knows or does not know the channel state information (CSI), channel capacity can be calculated differently. The first case is when only receiver has CSI, whereas the second case is when CSI is shared in both transmitter and receiver.

In the first case, when transmitter does not have CSI, transmitted power is divided equally to all transmitting antennas. This strategy is to try to avoid the worst scenario that we allocated large power to an antenna directing to null points of receivers. Then, channel capacity is calculated as

$$C = \sum_{i=1}^{N_0} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\lambda_i \gamma_0}{N_0} \right) \quad (2.18)$$

where $\gamma_0$ represents the SNR when all transmitted power is radiated from a single antenna and the same power is received on a single receive antenna. This means SNR is determined when we assume all power is transmitted via a virtual path having path gain of 1.

In the second case, the transmitted power will be optimally allocated to each transmitting antenna, according to the Water Filling (WF) rule [1], [21], [22]. An image of water filling rule is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. As can be seen from this figure, more power will be issued to paths which have greater eigenvalues (i.e., better gains). The formula
of channel capacity in this case can be expressed as

\[ C_{WF} = \sum_{i=1}^{k_0} \log_2 (1 + \gamma_i \lambda_i) \]  

(2.19)

where

\[ \gamma_i = Q_{ik} = \frac{1}{k} \left( \frac{P_T}{\sigma^2} + \sum_{j=1}^{k} \frac{1}{\lambda_j} \right) - \frac{1}{\lambda_i}. \]  

(2.20)

In (2.20), the value \( Q_{ik} \) must be repetitively computed for \( k = 1 \) to \( \min(N_t, N_r) \). The value \( k_0 \) used to compute in (2.19) will be chosen as the largest value of \( k \) such that with all values of \( i \), the values \( Q_{ik_0} \) must be greater than 0. Also, in the expression of (2.20), the value \( P_T/\sigma^2 \) represents average SNR of a SISO system.

### 2.3 Antennas for MIMO Systems

In this section, we present an overview of the issues of MIMO antennas, including element radiation pattern, array configuration, and mutual coupling reduction techniques. Moreover, broadband and reconfigurable antennas, which are applicable in advanced
wireless communication systems such as MIMO cognitive radio or UWB-MIMO, are also under consideration.

### 2.3.1 Element Radiation Pattern

In multipath environments, especially in multipath-rich environments, angle diversity can be exploited in propagation. For this purpose, a MIMO antenna, normally, consists of omnidirectional and/or directive antenna elements. For example, dipoles, which are a typical of omnidirectional antennas, are frequently used in MIMO antenna designs. Some researches have been conducted to investigate the effect of element radiation pattern on channel capacity of MIMO systems [23],[24]. It has been reported that more directive antenna elements can improve remarkably averaged channel capacity. However, in this case, the variation of channel capacity is a problem.

In another research, comparison in terms of channel capacity of systems which utilized dipole and spiral antennas (higher gain and more directive) has been carried in [24]. The spiral antenna mainly radiate toward ±45° from the azimuth plane, whereas the dipole has uniform radiation pattern in the same plane. As a result, it is highlighted that the system that utilized dipoles (lower gain) offers slightly better channel capacity. This is because these antennas radiate more energy into the azimuth plane where most of multipath components concentrated despite of propagation paths outside.

### 2.3.2 Array Configuration

The array configuration of a MIMO antenna, which affects directly the channel matrix $\mathbf{A}$ in Eq. (2.5), is also an important consideration. It would be difficult to answer which type of MIMO antenna configurations is the best in terms of maximizing channel capacity. Furthermore, if polarization is utilized, the combinations of antenna elements into a MIMO antenna recently create a number of different array configurations.
A remarkable research on array configuration is the MIMO cube in [3]. The cube consists of electrical dipole antennas in all the 12 edges as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Both space and polarization diversities have been used to form the MIMO cube. Calculation results show that a huge theoretical capacity might be achieved in a system using MIMO cubes at the transmitter and receiver. For example, when the antenna element is a half-wavelength dipole, nine of the eigenpaths have a averaged gain greater than 0 dB, compared with gain of (1,1) antenna (the conventional SISO system). The highest averaged gain is about 17 dB. Furthermore, the calculated theoretical capacity is about 62.5 bps/Hz for a SNR of 20 dB. However, the cube is only suggested in theory. There is no practical cube mentioned in this paper. Moreover, the capacity was calculated without considering the practical issues such as mutual coupling, the matching of the dipoles, or the difficulty of forming the cube.

A number of other researches, which try to pack many antenna elements into a compact volume, have been reported with variation of array configurations [3]-[9]. Many of them exploit multiple orthogonal polarizations to reduce mutual coupling between antenna elements [3]-[7]. Most of these researches have been conducted with three ports in MIMO antennas with different antenna elements, including dipole, patch.
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microstrip, or monopole. For example, the research in [5] suggested a simple MIMO antenna configuration with three elements as shown in Fig. 2.7. The elements are formed in two 51 mm $\times$ 51 mm $\times$ 1.6 mm FR4 epoxy boards. The center frequency is 2.5 GHz and mutual couplings are kept under -18 dB. However, the antenna relative bandwidth is only 5%.

Moreover, a recent work [25] has reported two compact MIMO antennas. One consists of 24 ports and the other consists of 36 ports. The MIMO antennas are constituted by packing slot antenna and printed dipole antenna elements onto a cube. These MIMO antennas are not electrically small, but they can form a large number of elements in cubes. The 24-port MIMO antenna accounts a volume of $0.72 \lambda_0^3$, whereas the 36-port MIMO antenna is packed in a cube of $1.13 \lambda_0^3$. Here, $\lambda_0$ is the free space wavelength related to the center frequency of MIMO antenna bandwidth. In these MIMO antennas, polarization and spatial diversities have been utilized. Measurement results for the 36-port cube in a multipath-rich environment show that channel capacity up to 159 bps/Hz can be achieved for SNR of 20 dB.

Since the most of the mentioned MIMO antennas, which utilize only polarization diversity, can offer maximally three uncorrelated signals, the research in [26] has sug-

Figure 2.7: The MIMO antenna configuration in [5]: (a) antenna elements, (b) the 3D view.
gested that there are six distinguishable electric and magnetic states of polarization at a
given point. Therefore, in multipath environments, it is possible to provide six uncorre-
lated signals at the receiver. Moreover, analysis of electromagnetic field polarizations
have been presented in [27]. It is understood that when combining polarization and
angle diversity, we can achieve six uncorrelated signals from three orthogonal polar-
ization electric dipoles and three orthogonal polarization magnetic dipoles.

An important common point of the available MIMO antennas discussed above is
the limitation of operating bandwidth. They are mostly narrow-band MIMO antennas.
For example, considering relative bandwidth for voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
less than 2, bandwidth of these MIMO antennas is limited to around 2% in [4], 4%
in [9], 5% in [5], and 8.6% in [6], [7]. Obviously, they are not suitable for wideband
MIMO communications. Therefore, this thesis joins a hand in developing wideband
MIMO antennas and broadband MIMO antennas.

2.3.3 Mutual Coupling Reduction

As a key issue in MIMO systems, mutual coupling of elements in a MIMO antenna has
received much attention. In [28], the effect of mutual coupling of elements in a fixed-
length array has been investigated. The results show that, when the space between
elements is smaller than $\lambda/2$, channel capacity will be significantly reduced compared
to a system where mutual coupling is neglected. In MIMO antenna designs, many
techniques have been reported to reduce mutual coupling in order to enhance channel
capacity [29]-[35]. These techniques utilize electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) struc-
tures [29], metamaterial artificial magnetic conductor [30], defected ground structure
[31], external pattern insertion [32], and network decoupling [34]-[35]. As a result of
these works, element mutual couplings in a MIMO antennas are remarkably reduced.
For example, an approximately 8 dB reduction of mutual coupling can be achieved in
[29]. These mutual coupling reduction techniques are very promising for real MIMO
antenna applications.

2.3.4 MIMO Antennas in Advanced Systems

Recently, design of antennas for advanced wireless communication systems such as MIMO cognitive radio or UWB-MIMO is a research topic in antenna engineering. New designs of antennas for cognitive radio have been introduced in [36]-[40]. The main point of these researches is a new antenna system which combines a broadband antenna for sensing free frequency bands and some frequency reconfigurable antennas for communicating in the available band.

Another research topic related to MIMO antennas is the realization of UWB-MIMO antennas. Several UWB-MIMO antennas have been introduced [41]-[45]. In general, broadband MIMO antennas are suitable for both mentioned advanced systems. To extend knowledge in this topic, we make a contribution in developing two simple broadband antennas for MIMO cognitive radio and a compact UWB antenna for UWB-MIMO communications. The detailed investigations are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the introduction of MIMO technologies and an overview of MIMO antennas in wireless communications. We firstly illustrated the benefits of MIMO systems, compared with conventional SISO systems, that include array gain, diversity gain, spatial multiplex gain, and interference reduction. For each benefit, a brief introduction as well as explanations was presented. Furthermore, basics of MIMO systems, which involves MIMO channel modeling, and estimation of channel capacity, were also illustrated.

Finally, we also gave an overview of MIMO antennas in this chapter. The scope
of the overview included some current researches in MIMO antenna issues, such as element radiation pattern, array configuration, mutual coupling reduction techniques, and MIMO antenna in advanced systems. Some achievements and challenges have been highlighted.
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Wideband Compact MIMO Antennas with Tri-Polarization

3.1 Antenna Element

Before designing a MIMO antenna, it would be important to illustrate the design of antenna elements, from which the MIMO antenna is assembled. With a number of advantages such as simple design, low cost, and light weight, the printed antenna type has been used in our designs. In addition, we also design an effective balun integrated with the antenna. The balun plays an important role for widening antenna bandwidth.

An antenna element in our research is shown in Fig. 3.1. The antenna consists of two parts: a dipole and a balun microstrip. The dipole has two arms lying at two sides of a substrate. This kind of antenna has been briefly introduced in [46]. In our work, the balun was designed by gradually reducing the grounding apparatus from the connector side to the feeding point. This type of balun is similar to the cutaway balun shown in 3.2. The cutaway balun is gradually cut in a tapered fashion and transitioned into a pair of twin leads [47], [48]. In our case, the balun does not require a long transforming balun as in a coaxial cable because it is fabricated on a dielectric substrate.
Although this type of balun is simple, it can support a wide bandwidth. Detailed geometrical dimensions and characteristics of antenna elements will be presented in the next sections.

Figure 3.1: Configuration of the antenna element

Figure 3.2: Cutaway balun in [47]

Based on the antenna element above, we will introduce two designs of wideband
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compact MIMO antennas which aim to achieve low mutual couplings and a wide bandwidth.

3.2 Three-port Orthogonal Polarization Antenna

3.2.1 Antenna Configuration

In this part, we propose an effective configuration of a MIMO antenna that has three-orthogonal-polarization diversity. It is called the three-port antenna. The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Antenna elements are printed dipoles integrated with balun similar to the antenna shown in Fig. 3.1.

In order to reduce the size of the substrates while maximizing the length of the dipole, the first two antennas, named dipole 1 and dipole 2, have arms lying along the diagonal of substrates. The third one, named dipole 3, is printed dipole with a rectangular substrate as shown in Fig. 3.3(b). The three substrates are fixed by a glue that does not affect the system’s performance. Ports of dipole 1, dipole 2, and dipole 3 are named port 1, port 2, and port 3, respectively.

The size of the dipoles 1 and 2 is 40 mm × 40 mm × 1.6 mm, whereas that of dipole 3 is 50 mm × 40 mm × 1.6 mm. To obtain the resonate frequency of 2.5 GHz, the lengths of the arms of dipoles 1, 2, and 3 are 23.5 mm, 24.5 mm, and 19 mm respectively. Interestingly, because of mutual coupling between the dipoles, the lengths of arms of dipoles 1, 2, and 3 are not equal.

3.2.2 Main Characteristics

The VSWR, inter-port isolation (or mutual coupling), and radiation pattern characteristics of the three-port antenna are thoroughly investigated and shown in Figs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, respectively. The bandwidth of each of dipoles is over 400 MHz for VSWR
Figure 3.3: Three-port orthogonal polarization antenna: (a) dipole 1, 2; (b) dipole 3; (c) the 3-D view; (d) the practical antenna.

less than 2.0, covering a frequency band of 2.42-2.88 GHz. The relative bandwidth is over 16%. It can be seen from Fig. 3.4 that measurement and simulation data for VSWR are in good agreement. As shown in Fig. 3.5, mutual couplings are smaller
than -23 dB between ports 1, 2 and 3 over the entire frequency band. Table 3.1 shows a comparison between the three-port antenna and the antenna in [5] with highlighted parameters. In comparison with the MIMO antenna presented in [5], our proposed antennas seems much better.

Fig. 3.6 shows the measured radiation patterns in E-plane and H-plane. The dashed line represents cross-polarization whereas the solid line represents co-polarization. The radiation pattern of each port is measured with the other two ports loaded of 50 Ohm impedances. In E-plane, although the null directions of port 1 and 2 do not cor-

![Figure 3.4: The VSWR characteristics of the three-port antenna](image)

Table 3.1: A comparison between the three-port antenna and the antenna in [5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>The three-port antenna</th>
<th>The antenna in [5]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>FR4 epoxy</td>
<td>FR4 epoxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of substrate</td>
<td>1.6 mm</td>
<td>1.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center frequency</td>
<td>2.6 GHz</td>
<td>2.6 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual coupling</td>
<td>-23 dB</td>
<td>-18 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3.5: The inter-port isolation of the three-port antenna

respond to 0 degree (for port 1) nor 90 degree (for port 2) as that of the conventional dipole due to the effect from the element of port 3, the radiation patterns of port 1 and 2 are still orthogonal to each other. Furthermore, the cross-polarization levels of these ports are up to -13 dBi. In H-plane, the radiation pattern of port 3 is fairly circled, thanks to the balance effect from the other ports to two arms of the dipole 3, as shown in Fig. 3.6(f). In contrast, there is a small beam in each of the radiation patterns of port 1 and port 2 (toward +Z direction for port 2 and -Z direction for port 1) as can be seen from Figs. 3.6(b) and 3.6(d). This is because of the effect of the dipole 3 on the dipoles 1 and 2.

3.3 Cube-six-port Antenna

In [3], the MIMO cube - a compact MIMO antenna - is presented and discussed in theory. Both space and polarization diversities are utilized in the MIMO cube. All of the 12 edges of it consist of electrical dipole antennas. A large theoretical capacity
Figure 3.6: Measured cross-polarization (dashed line) and co-polarization (solid line) radiation patterns of the three-port antenna: (a) Port 1 E-plane; (b) Port 1 H-plane; (c) Port 2 E-plane; (d) Port 2 H-plane; (e) Port 3 E-plane; (f) Port 3 H-plane.
might be achieved with the cube. However, channel capacity is calculated without considering the practical issues such as mutual coupling, matching of the dipoles, or the difficulty of forming the cube. In this section, we will present a design of a practical cube consisting of six printed dipoles. The proposed cube has low mutual coupling, good matching, wide bandwidth, and simple design.

### 3.3.1 Antenna Design

The similar material and type of dipole as in the previous section is used. Two of the six dipoles and the configuration of the cube-six-port antenna are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. It is noted that, to achieve low mutual coupling between elements, dipoles 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 3.7(a) are the same, whereas the dipoles 4, 5 and 6, shown in Fig. 3.7(b), are made to be the mirrored image of the dipoles 1, 2, 3. For each dipole design, the length of arm is 21.5 mm, and the substrate size is 56 mm × 56 mm × 1.6 mm. The cube has the volume of 56 mm × 56 mm × 56 mm.

### 3.3.2 Main Characteristics

The characteristics of the cube-six-port antenna are also investigated. The cube-six-port’s simulated and measured VSWR characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.8. The cube-six-port offers a bandwidth of approximately 500 MHz for VSWR less than 2.0, covering a frequency band of 2.34-2.85 GHz. The relative bandwidth is over 16%. All VSWR curves are almost the same because of the symmetric design. Simulation and measurement are in good agreement for broadband characteristics with a small discrepancy from its centre frequency.

Fig. 3.9 illustrates the inter-port isolation between ports of the cube-six-port. Since its design is symmetric, isolation characteristics can be divided into the following groups.
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- Group one, isolations between relatively close and orthogonal ports, including 1-2, 1-3, 2-3, 4-5, 4-6, 5-6, is represented by $S_{12}$.

- Group two, isolations between the same polarization ports, including 1-4, 2-5, 3-6, is represented by $S_{14}$.

Figure 3.7: The cube-six-port antenna: (a) dipoles 1, 2 and 3; (b) dipoles 4, 5 and 6; (c) the 3-D view; (d) the practical cube.
Group three, isolations between relatively far and orthogonal ports, including 1-5, 1-6, 2-4, 2-6, 3-4, 3-5, is represented by S15.

It can be seen that mutual couplings are kept under -18 dB. As a result, elements of the cube-six-port may work independently in a MIMO system.

Radiation patterns of each port in the cube-six-port antenna are also investigated. Measured results are presented in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 including cross-polarization (dashed line) and co-polarization (solid line). As can be seen from the figures, antenna peak gain is around 3 dBi whereas cross-polarization level is up to -5 dBi. With high cross-polarization level, the cube is suitable for MIMO applications. In E-plane, the null direction of each dipole is slightly different from that of the conventional dipole. The reason perhaps comes from the effects of elements of relatively close ports. Besides, space diversity effect can be seen from H-plane of the dipole pairs such as dipoles 1-4, 2-5, and 3-6. For instance, dipole 1 has a beam toward +Z direction in Fig. 3.10(b), whereas dipole 4 has an opposite beam in Fig. 3.11(b).

![Image of VSWR characteristics of the cube](image-url)
3.4 Wideband MIMO Experiments

Several measurements have been carried out in various environments to characterize channel capacity of MIMO systems. However, most of them are only conducted with narrowband antennas [10]-[13]. Measurements are carried in time domain at just the centre frequency of a narrow bandwidth with antennas which are not compact, and some of them are only dual-polarized. Furthermore, an analysis of MIMO performance with general three-branch polarization diversity has been discussed in [49], but there was no specific compact MIMO antenna being mentioned. In fact, channel capacity of a wideband MIMO system utilizing real compact MIMO antennas has not received much research attention. Thus, in this work, we utilize the proposed MIMO antennas to measure channel capacity of wideband MIMO systems.

To deal with wideband antennas, we divided the band into a number of smaller
Figure 3.10: Measured cross-polarization (dashed line) and co-polarization (solid line) radiation patterns of the cube-six-port antenna: (a) Port 1 E-plane; (b) Port 1 H-plane; (c) Port 2 E-plane; (d) Port 2 H-plane; (e) Port 3 E-plane; (f) Port 3 H-plane.
Figure 3.11: Measured cross-polarization (dashed line) and co-polarization (solid line) radiation patterns of the cube-six-port antenna: (a) Port 4 E-plane; (b) Port 4 H-plane; (c) Port 5 E-plane; (d) Port 5 H-plane; (e) Port 6 E-plane; (f) Port 6 H-plane.
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bandwidth. It allows us to compute the average channel capacity over a wide bandwidth. Moreover, we measure MIMO channels with different MIMO antenna configurations, and compare the effect of antenna configurations.

3.4.1 Experiment Environments

Measurements are conducted in two typical environments. One is multipath-rich Rayleigh fading environment under NLOS condition and the other is Nakagami-Rice fading (or Nakagami-m fading) environment under LOS condition. The first environment is created inside a reverberation chamber in our laboratory. The second is found in indoor environment where the multipath-rich condition is not fulfilled. Measured data in both environments will allow us to get assessment of antenna’s performance in MIMO systems.

In our experiments, a four-port vector network analyzer (VNA) is used to measure the channel characteristics. Three ports of VNA are connected to elements of transmitter MIMO antenna, whereas the other port of VNA is connected alternatively to elements of receiver MIMO antenna via a coaxial switch. In the $6 \times 6$ MIMO case, we used two coaxial switches to select the respective transmitter and receiver pairs. In these experiments, all the other system’s parameters, such as the array’s position in the chamber and output power of the vector network analyzer, are kept unchanged. Frequency sweep in these experiments ranges from 2.45 GHz to 2.85 GHz (in the bandwidth of antennas).

3.4.1.1 The reverberation chamber environment

The reverberation chamber used in this research is a hand-made radio echoic chamber in our laboratory. It is a $4 \times 2 \times 2$ m chamber surrounded by six metallic walls. Fig. 3.12 shows a photograph of this chamber in our laboratory.
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Figure 3.12: The reverberation chamber

The cross polarization discrimination (XPD) level inside the chamber is approximately 1.97 dB. The delay spread of the chamber is 0.6 μsec. This chamber creates a multipath-rich environment and has NLOS characteristics due to good wave reflection inside.

Table 3.2 specifies MIMO antenna configurations including the number of elements, element spacing, and polarization diversities that are used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIMO scheme (Tx-Rx)</th>
<th>Spacing (d)</th>
<th>Polarization (Tx-Rx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Com6 × Com6</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>30 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com3 × Com6</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>30 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Com3 × Com3</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>30 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind6V × Ind6V</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>V - V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind3V × Ind6V</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>V - V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind3V × Ind3V</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>V - V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind3V × Ind3H</td>
<td>0.5λ₀</td>
<td>V - H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind1V × Ind1V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>V - V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A typical measurement diagram, for the $3 \times 6$ MIMO case, in which the three-port and cube-six-port MIMO antennas are at transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), respectively, is presented in Fig. 3.13.

In order to compare the performance of the proposed MIMO antennas with a single-polarization arrays, we used linearly aligned dipoles to assemble linear antenna arrays. In Table 3.2, $\lambda_0$ is the wavelength related to the centre frequency of antenna’s bandwidth. In our experiments, $\lambda_0$ is equal to 120 mm. The abbreviations “3O”, “V”, and “H” are used to denote three-orthogonal, vertical, and horizontal polarizations, respectively. The abbreviation “Com” stands for compact MIMO antennas, whereas “Ind” represents the linear antenna array with the number of specified elements. For instance, “Com3” stands for the three-port orthogonal polarization antenna, and “Ind3V” stands for a vertically polarized linear antenna array within three individual dipoles. The same notation of MIMO schemes will be used in graphs in the followings.
3.4.1.2 Indoor environment

Indoor experiments were taken in a small room in the second floor of an eight-story building at the west campus of the University of Electro-Communications. This building, which contains laboratories and some small offices, was built from brick and steel-reinforced concrete walls, like many other modern constructions. The size of experi-
ment room is 6.5 m × 3.6 m × 2.5 m (Length × Width × Height). In order to reduce the reflected paths, we kept the room empty except the antenna and cable systems. The layout of the experimental room and a photograph of it are presented in Fig. 3.14.

Experiments in the indoor environment are carried out at the transmitter point (Tx) and receiver point (Rx) as shown in Fig. 3.14(b) (example in the case of Com6 × Com6). Antennas are placed so that respective elements of transmitter and receiver antennas have a same polarization. Antennas are set at 1m-height from the floor of the experimental room and configurations are listed in Table 3.2.

### 3.4.2 Channel Characteristics

#### 3.4.2.1 Channel matrix normalization

The channel matrix $A(f)$ is defined as discussed in Chapter 2. Because the average received power changes in different measurements due to different environments (e.g. reverberation chamber or indoors) and different antenna configurations, it is necessary to normalize channel matrices in order to compare channel characteristics (such as CDFs of eigenvalues) and channel capacity. There are many types of matrix normalizations depending on the purpose of comparison [1]. In our study, for all systems with the same number of branches, a normalization factor will be calculated from the measured data of a reference system which employed vertically polarized antenna configurations. The channel matrices of reference systems will be normalized in such a manner that the power transferring between single transmitter and receiver antennas, on average, is normalized to be unified. For instance, all $3 \times 3$ MIMO systems in the same environment will have the same normalization factor computed from “Ind3V × Ind3V” with spacing $0.5\lambda_0$ in table 3.2. This is because the main difference between the conventional single polarization system in the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading environment and a multiple polarization system with the same number of branches comes from the
cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) [2].

Let $\mathbf{A}^{(m)}$ and $\bar{\mathbf{A}}^{(m)}$ stand for the measured and normalized matrices, respectively, where the superscript represents the $m^{th}$ sample of the matrix in the frequency domain. Let $N_F$ represent the normalization factor. The equation between $\bar{\mathbf{A}}^{(m)}$ and $\mathbf{A}^{(m)}$ will be expressed as

$$\bar{\mathbf{A}}^{(m)} = N_F \mathbf{A}^{(m)}.$$  \hfill (3.1)

The normalization factor is determined by

$$\frac{1}{MN_tN_r} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{r=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l=1}^{N_t} |N_F a_{rl,vv}^{(m)}|^2 = 1$$  \hfill (3.2)

where $M$ is the number of matrix samples in the frequency range and $a_{rl,vv}^{(m)}$ is the $a_{rl}^{(m)}$ of the reference systems which employed only vertically polarized antenna configurations.

Solving (3.2), the normalization factor can be obtained as

$$N_F = \sqrt{\frac{N_tN_r}{\sum_{r=1}^{N_r} \sum_{l=1}^{N_t} \langle |a_{rl,vv}|^2 \rangle}}.$$  \hfill (3.3)

The values of $N_F$ for different antenna configurations are presented in Table 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIMO scheme (Tx-Rx)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Chamber</th>
<th>Indoor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6 \times 6$</td>
<td>Ind6V x Ind6V</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 \times 6$</td>
<td>Ind3V x Ind6V</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 \times 3$</td>
<td>Ind3V x Ind3V</td>
<td>0.0377</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 \times 1$</td>
<td>Ind1V x Ind1V</td>
<td>0.0369</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.2.2 Channel characteristics

Fig. 3.15 illustrates some typical received signals in different environments and polarizations. These signals are obtained when the transmitter antenna is set to vertical polarization and the receiver antenna is set to vertical and horizontal polarizations in succession. In the reverberation chamber, since the XPD level is quite small, the difference in received signal levels between vertical and horizontal polarizations is not much. In contrast, in indoor environments, received signal levels in different polarizations are
clearly different due to high XPD value (of about 13dB in our experiments).

The probability density functions (PDFs) for the magnitude of normalized received signals are also computed. Fig. 4.16 shows the obtained PDFs for “Ind6V × Ind6V” configuration in the considered environments. The PDF for normalized received signals in the chamber is compared with the ideal Rayleigh distribution with parameter $\sigma^2 = 0.5$, whereas the value for the indoor environment is compared with the ideal Nakagami-m distribution with parameters $m = 1.6149$ and $\omega = 1$. The parameters, $\sigma$, $m$, and $\omega$, are determined from the measured results. The value $2\sigma^2$ in Rayleigh distribution and $\omega$ in Nakagami-m distribution are represented the averaged transmission power [50]. From the normalization method, we normalized averaged transmission power as 1 (Eq. 3.2). Therefore, $2\sigma^2$ and $\omega$ should be equal to 1. The value $m$ is
calculated from Nakagami-m distribution [50] as

\[
m = \frac{(R^2)^2}{(R^2 - R^3)^2}
\]  

(3.4)

where \( R \) is magnitude of normalized received signals obtained from measurement.

The CDFs of measured and theoretical eigenvalues for “Com3 × Com3”, “Com3 × Com6” and “Com6 × Com6” MIMO in the chamber and indoor environments are plotted in Fig. 3.17, Fig. 3.18, and Fig. 3.19 respectively.

From Fig. 3.17, Fig. 3.18, and Fig. 3.19, we can see that the respective eigenvalues \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) in the 6 × 6 MIMO are greater than those in 3 × 6 and 3 × 3 MIMO. Those values in 3 × 3 MIMO are the smallest among these MIMO systems. This is because MIMO systems rely on the environment to produce uncorrelated signals at the receive antennas. If the number of transmitting antennas is fixed and the number of receiving antennas is increased, the probability that uncorrelated signals can reach the receiver will increase. Therefore, among MIMO systems having the same number of transmitting antennas, which one with more receiving antennas will have higher eigenvalues.

Moreover, in environments with LOS propagation like the indoor setup, respective eigenvalues in the considered configurations are smaller than those in the reverberation chamber on a given value of cumulative probability. The reason principally comes from the low received power for cross-polarization component due to the high XPD in the indoor environment.

### 3.4.3 Channel Capacity

In this thesis, the main target is to propose novel MIMO antennas and examine them in MIMO environments. To simplify in calculation, we assume that CSI is available not only receiver side but also transmitter side.
Figure 3.17: CDFs of normalized eigenvalues for MIMO systems with the “Com3 × Com3” configuration in different environments: (a) reverberation chamber; (b) Indoor.
Figure 3.18: CDFs of normalized eigenvalues for MIMO systems with the “Com3 × Com6” configuration in different environments: (a) reverberation chamber; (b) Indoor.
Figure 3.19: CDFs of normalized eigenvalues for MIMO systems with the “Com6 × Com6” configuration in different environments: (a) reverberation chamber; (b) Indoor.
With the normalization discussed in Section 3.3.2, calculation of averaged channel capacity involves the effects of path loss in each MIMO scheme. Averaged channel capacity given in bps/Hz is computed at different SNR values.

The difference between systems with tri-polarization antennas and with the single polarization array will be explored by estimating the polarization effect in Section 3.4.3.1. The averaged channel capacity in different number of antennas (including two types of tri-polarization antennas) will be investigated in Section 3.4.3.2. Notations in Table 3.2 are used in the following graphs.

3.4.3.1 The effect of polarization

Polarization is one of the most important factors that affect channel capacity. In this section, we measured for 3 × 3 MIMO systems. We considered both co-polarization (“Ind3V × Ind3V”) and cross-polarization (“Ind3V × Ind3H”) systems. In addition, the “Com3 × Com3” MIMO system which employed the three-port orthogonal polarization antennas is also measured. Channel capacity for these systems is presented in Fig. 3.20.

In the co-polarization system, the received signal level is higher than that in the cross-polarization system, mainly due to XPD in the environment [2]. Therefore, channel capacity of the co-polarization system is higher than channel capacity of the cross-polarization as shown in Fig. 3.20. Channel capacity in the compact MIMO system is greater than that in the cross-polarization system, but lower than that of the co-polarization system. The difference between channel capacity of these systems depends on different environments.

3.4.3.2 The effect of the number of antennas

To explore channel capacity in systems which employed the proposed compact MIMO antennas, we measured “Com6 × Com6”, “Com3 × Com6” and “Com3 × Com3”
Figure 3.20: Averaged channel capacity for different polarization diversities: (a) In reverberation chamber; (b) In Indoor.
Figure 3.21: Averaged channel capacity for different antenna number: (a) In reverberation chamber; (b) In Indoor.
MIMO systems. In order to compare with the conventional single polarization systems, MIMO systems with “Ind6V × Ind6V”, “Ind3V × Ind6V”, “Ind3V × Ind3V”, and “Ind1V × Ind1V” are also measured. The channel capacity is shown in Fig. 3.21 in all the considered environments. As can be seen from the figure, the compact MIMO systems provide high channel capacity, particularly in the multipath-rich environment like the reverberation chamber. The highest capacity in these systems can be achieved from the implementation of the cube-six-port antenna. Also, channel capacity of “Com3 × Com6” MIMO is much higher than that of “Com3 × Com3” MIMO. These measured data demonstrate that the proposed compact MIMO antennas work well in MIMO systems and promise to achieve high channel capacity in real applications.

3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter focused on the designs of two novel, wideband, compact MIMO antennas for MIMO wireless communications. One is the three-port MIMO antenna, whereas the other is a cube-six-port MIMO antenna which has both polarization and space diversities. These antennas achieved a bandwidth over 16% at the centre frequency of 2.6 GHz. Mutual couplings between ports of the antennas are below -20 dB and -18 dB for three-port and cube-six-port antennas respectively. The size is only 40 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm for the three-port antenna and 56 mm × 56 mm × 56 mm for the cube-six-port antenna at the centre frequency of around 2.6 GHz.

We also presented the results of measurements for MIMO systems which employed the proposed antennas in a multipath-rich environment and an indoor channel. Measured data were processed in order to examine the channel characteristics such as received signal level or CDFs of eigenvalues. Detailed explanations in data normalization or theoretical calculations of PDFs for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading environment for 3 × 3 or 3 × 6 MIMO cases were also presented. Furthermore, the effects of the configura-
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tions of compact MIMO antennas and linear antenna arrays on channel capacity were investigated. High capacity can be achieved from the MIMO systems which employed the proposed compact MIMO antennas.
Chapter 4

Broadband Antennas for MIMO Cognitive Radio

4.1 Broadband Antenna Design

In the previous chapter, we introduced two MIMO antennas that offer a bandwidth of 16%. These antennas are applicable to wideband MIMO communications. However, a wider bandwidth (broadband) may be required in advanced systems such as MIMO cognitive radio. Therefore, design of broadband MIMO antennas would be an important work. On the other hand, most of designs of available broadband antennas are complex and large [51]-[59]. Thus, they are not suitable to form a compact broadband MIMO antenna.

In this section, we propose a simple, compact antenna that offers a broad bandwidth, good gain, and high cross-polarization levels. This antenna will be used as elements of broadband MIMO antennas for MIMO wireless communication systems. The antenna configuration is presented before some main antenna characteristics are shown and discussed.
4.1.1 Antenna Configuration

In order to enhance the antenna bandwidth, we integrate a dipole with a parallel transmission line. The arms of the dipole as well as parts of the transmission line are assembled in different sides of the antenna substrate. The configuration of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 4.1.

The antenna has three parts: a grounding component, the parallel transmission line, and the dipole. The antenna is designed and fabricated on an FR4 epoxy substrate (relative permittivity is 4.5). The thickness of the substrate is 1.6 mm. Simulation is
conducted by using the Ansoft HFSS software.

### 4.1.2 Operation Principle

Since the transmission line is designed to be closed to the dipole, there will be a strong coupling between the bottom-side line of the transmission line and the bottom-side arm of the dipole, particularly at low frequency region. This mutual coupling will make the currents on the transmission line unbalance. Therefore, even though the transmission line is designed as a feeding line for the dipole, it will also act as a radiation source at low frequency region. At high frequency region, on the other hand, the mutual coupling is weak; therefore, the main radiation source would be the dipole only. The combination of the transmission line and the dipole would result in expanding the antenna bandwidth.
4.1.3 Key Parameter Studies

We intend to propose a broadband antenna operating at the frequency of wireless applications such as WiMAX or WIFI with cognitive radio. Therefore, antenna geometrical parameters are determined so that the resonated frequencies should be from 2 GHz to 11 GHz as suggested in the IEEE 802.16a standard [60]. The geometrical parameters...
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Table 4.1: The optimum geometrical parameters (mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of substrate</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of substrate</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of dipole arm</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of grounding part</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of dipole arm</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of feeding line</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the antenna are optimized through simulation. As a result, we achieved a desired antenna, which offers a broad bandwidth, extending from 2.3 GHz to about 4.0 GHz, for VSWR less than 2. For that bandwidth, the length of the substrate is equal to 80 mm. In this section, we highlight the effects of some key parameters by successively adjusting them while keeping the others unchanged in simulations.

**Dependence on ‘y’**: The width of substrate plays an important role for antenna performance. It represents the distance between the transmission line and the dipole, therefore, affects to the coupling of them. When equal to 15 mm for \( l = 20.5 \) mm and \( d = 28 \) mm, it supports the most suitable matching and broad bandwidth as shown in Fig. 4.2.

**Dependence on ‘l’**: Fig. 4.3 shows the VSWR characteristics with different values of \( l \). As can be seen from the figure, the length of dipole arm affects strongly to the bandwidth of antenna. The value \( l \) is chosen equal to 20.5 mm for \( y = 15 \) mm and \( d = 28 \) mm, as it is the most appropriate for matching and wide bandwidth target.

**Dependence on ‘d’**: Fig. 4.4 illustrates the VSWR of the antenna when changing the width of grounding part and keeping \( y = 15 \) mm and \( l = 20.5 \) mm. For \( d \) equal to 28 mm, couplings between the dipole, the transmission line and the ground will play the best role for expanding antenna bandwidth.

Table 5.1 lists the optimized parameters of the proposed antenna. The other param-
4.1.4 Current Distribution

The vector current distribution of the antenna is shown in Fig. 4.5 at three frequencies in the antenna bandwidth: the lowest, the centre and the highest frequencies. As can be seen from the figure, the values of currents on the transmission line are unbalance. The reason comes from the strong coupling between the bottom-side arm of the antenna and the bottom-side line of the transmission line, particularly at the low frequency region of the antenna bandwidth. Therefore, the line acts as an extra-antenna, resulting in widening the bandwidth of conventional dipole.

4.1.5 Measurement Results

Fig. 4.6 shows the simulated and measured results of the antenna VSWR. As can be seen from the measured data, the antenna offers a bandwidth of 50.62% extending from approximately 2.4 GHz to 4.0 GHz with the centre frequency of 3.2 GHz, for
VSWR less than 2. The measured results almost agree with the simulated ones for broadband characteristic with a small discrepancy of its centre frequency (3.1 GHz for simulated and 3.2 GHz for measured). This discrepancy comes from the reduction of the substrate thickness due to removing unwanted copper layer when manufacturing the antenna.
Figure 4.8: Measured cross-polarization (dashed line) and co-polarization (solid line) radiation patterns of the antenna: (a) E-plane 2.4 GHz; (b) H-plane 2.4 GHz; (c) E-plane 3.2 GHz; (d) H-plane 3.2 GHz; (e) E-plane 4.0 GHz; (f) H-plane 4.0 GHz.
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The antenna also offers good peak gains as shown in Fig. 4.7. In its entire bandwidth, antenna gain varies from about 0.2 dBi to 4.5 dBi. The maximum gain can be achieved at 2.45 GHz. This value is much better than that of a conventional half-wave dipole.

The radiation patterns are examined at the lowest, the centre and the highest frequencies in antenna bandwidth. Fig. 4.8 shows the measured radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at 2.4 GHz, 3.2 GHz, and 4.0 GHz in E-plane (XY plane) and H-plane. As can be seen from the graphs, the proposed antenna has radiation patterns similar to that of the conventional half-wave dipole. In high frequency region, currents on the grounding part, as can be seen from Fig. 4.5, may affect to the performance of the dipole. This results in the distorting radiation pattern of the antenna in H-plane at 4 GHz.

Cross-polarization levels (dashed line) of the proposed antenna can be achieved up to -5 dBi. This is supportive for MIMO systems working in multipath environments where cross polarization discrimination (XPD) of the channel may degrade to be 0 dB or so.

4.2 Broadband MIMO Antennas

In this section, we propose two simple broadband MIMO antennas for MIMO applications in cognitive radio. One is a two-port MIMO antenna and the other is a four-port MIMO antenna. The elements of these MIMO antennas are based on the antenna proposed in Section 4.1.
4.2.1 Two-Port MIMO Antenna

4.2.1.1 Configuration

The configuration of the two-port MIMO antenna is illustrated in Fig. 4.9. This design consists of two antennas placing along the longer dimension of a rectangular substrate. The material and geometrical parameters of each antenna element are as equal as those of the proposed in section 4.1. To achieve an acceptable mutual coupling level between the two ports while keeping the MIMO antenna simple and compact, we cut off the substrate and copper layers in the middle of elements. It is expected that a better performance of the MIMO antenna may be achieved by utilizing some techniques in the middle space to reduce mutual coupling. However, by doing this, the design of the MIMO antenna may be more complex. This will be reported in our future works. The overall volume of the two-port MIMO antenna is $80 \text{ mm} \times 40 \text{ mm} \times 1.6 \text{ mm}$ as shown in Fig. 4.9.
4.2.1.2 Main Characteristics

Fig. 4.10 shows the measured VSWR characteristics for the ports of the MIMO antenna. Because of the symmetric design, the VSWR curves are almost the same. From this figure, we can see the MIMO antenna offers a bandwidth of over 50% for VSWR less than 2, extending from 2.39 GHz to 3.92 GHz. The VSWR characteristics of antenna elements in the MIMO antenna are as similar as those of the antenna proposed in Section 4.1.

Mutual coupling (inter-port isolation) between the ports is one of the most important parameters of a MIMO antenna. The measured mutual coupling characteristic of two ports of the MIMO antenna is shown in Fig. 4.11. As can be seen from the figure, the worst level of mutual coupling is about -10 dB at the low frequency region of the bandwidth. At the higher frequency part, it is only around -20 dB. The low mutual coupling suggests a good performance of the MIMO antenna in a real MIMO application in cognitive radio.
4.2.2 Four-Port MIMO Antenna

4.2.2.1 Configuration

In this section, we propose a four-port MIMO antenna in which not only space but also polarization diversities are utilized. The antenna consists of four same broadband antennas, placed in the edges of a square substrate. The configuration of the antenna and its parameters for one side is shown in Fig. 4.12. The overall volume of the antenna is 80 mm × 80 mm × 1.6 mm. Similar to the two-port MIMO antenna, the center of this four-port MIMO antenna is cut off to achieve acceptable coupling levels.

4.2.2.2 Main Characteristics

Fig. 4.13 shows the measured VSWR characteristics of the four-port MIMO antenna. Again, because of the symmetric design, the VSWR curves are almost the same. As can be seen from the data, the four-port MIMO antenna offers an absolute bandwidth of 1.79 GHz for VSWR less than 2, extending from 2.29 GHz to 4.08 GHz, corresponding to 56.2% relative bandwidth. The bandwidth is slightly wider than that of the two-port
MIMO antenna. The reason may come from the incorrect modeling of connectors since they are relatively closed to the arm of orthogonal elements.

We also measured the mutual coupling characteristics between ports of the MIMO antenna. The measured results are shown in Fig. 4.14. In this figure, ‘isolation 1-2’ represents the mutual coupling between ports having a same polarization whereas ‘isolation 1-3’ represents that of orthogonal ports. Here, at low frequencies of the bandwidth, mutual coupling is kept under -10 dB whereas at the high frequencies, it is under -20 dB, particularly between orthogonal ports. The proposed MIMO antennas (the two-port and the four-port) emphasize the simple figure of the broadband antenna element. They not only fulfill the request of low mutual coupling for MIMO systems but also respond to the demand on wideband for cognitive radio operations.
4.3 Broadband MIMO Experiments

Since the proposed MIMO antenna offer a broad bandwidth, operation of MIMO systems utilizing them may be different between sub-channels. Therefore, it would be interesting to examine the change of channel capacity on frequency in the whole an-
tenna bandwidth. To make our work simple, we conducted MIMO experiments in the reverberation chamber, which supports multipath-rich propagation.

### 4.3.1 Environment and Experiment Setup

#### 4.3.1.1 Experiment Environment

We utilized both the four-port MIMO antenna and the two-port MIMO antenna to have variations of $2 \times 2$, $2 \times 4$, and $4 \times 4$ MIMO configurations in experiments. The typical $2 \times 4$ MIMO scheme is shown in Fig. 4.15, where the two-port MIMO antenna is at the transmitter and the four-port MIMO antenna is at the receiver. The same reverberation chamber as presented in Section 3.3.1 was used in these experiments.

#### 4.3.1.2 Experiment Setup

The operating bandwidth of the broadband MIMO antennas is around 1.7 GHz, extending from 2.3 GHz to 4.0 GHz. In order to analyze MIMO operation in a broad bandwidth, we measure channel characteristics on a frequency band, varying from 2 GHz to 4.5 GHz. We divide this band into 20 sub-bands (or sub-channels), in which
each sub-band accounts for 125 MHz. Furthermore, each sub-band is divided into 1000 sub-sub-bands. Our purpose is to examine the averaged channel capacity in each sub-band. We use a vector network analyzer to measure channel characteristics as a function of frequency $f$.

Considering the channel matrix $A(f)$ as defined in Chapter 2, in these experiments, we will measure the values $a_{rt}(f)$ for MIMO configurations. Since we have a number of sub-channels, measured data should be normalized in order to allow comparisons between their performances over the frequency range. The 10th sub-channel which locates at the center of the examined band will be used as a reference. We employed the Frobenius normalization, in which the averaged power, at the 10th sub-channel, is normalized to unity. The normalization factor calculated from measured data of this sub-channel is used to normalize every sub-channel of the same MIMO configuration. By doing so, we keep the dependence of antenna parameters such as antenna gain, VSWR, or radiation patterns on frequency along the considered band.

Again, let $A$, $\bar{A}$, and $N_{F10}$ stand for the measured matrix, normalized matrix, and the normalization factor (calculated from the 10th sub-channel) respectively. $\bar{A}$ is given as

$$
\bar{A}(f) = N_{F10} A(f). \tag{4.1}
$$

The normalization factor is calculated as

$$
N_{F10} = \sqrt{\frac{N_r N_t}{\sum_{r=1}^{N_r} \sum_{t=1}^{N_t} |a_{rt10}|^2}} \tag{4.2}
$$

where $a_{rt10}$ represents $a_{rt}$ in the 10th sub-channel.

We computed the probability density functions (PDFs) for the magnitude of the
normalized received signals to characterize the measurement environment. Fig. 4.16 shows the obtained PDFs for the $4 \times 4$ MIMO configuration in some typical sub-channels: the 4th sub-band (from 2.375 GHz to 2.500 GHz), the 10th sub-band (from 3.125 GHz to 3.250 GHz), and the 16th sub-band (from 3.875 GHz to 4.000 GHz). The PDFs for the normalized received signals are compared with the ideal Rayleigh distributions with parameters $\sigma^2$ determined from the normalization method, and measured data. While we normalized the averaged transmission power ($2\sigma^2$) as one, the value $\sigma^2$ for the 10th sub-channel should be equal to 0.5. Moreover, the values for other sub-channels are calculated from measured data after normalization procedures. For example, the values $\sigma^2$ for the 4th and the 16th sub-channels are equal to 0.645 and 0.504 respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 4.16, the PDF for the normalized

Figure 4.16: PDFs for the magnitude of normalized received signals in different sub-bands
signals and the i.i.d theoretical are in good agreement since the reverberation chamber creates a multipath-rich environment with non-line-of-sight (NLOS) condition.

Considering sub-channels inside the antenna bandwidth, we found that most of the PDFs for normalized signals are similar with that in the 10th sub-channel. The 16th sub-band is a typical of them. However, there are still some sub-channels, for example the 4th sub-channel, in which PDFs are different from that in the 10th sub-channel. The reason comes from the dependence of antenna performance and wave propagation on frequency in a wide range.

4.3.2 Correlation Parameter

In Section 4.2, we considered mutual coupling between elements of MIMO antennas: Fig. 4.11 for the two-port MIMO antenna and Fig. 4.14 for four-port MIMO antenna. Thanks to low mutual coupling between elements, we expect that antenna elements in MIMO antennas work independently in MIMO systems. To verify this, in this section, we calculate the averaged correlation coefficient from the measured data which include spatial correlation effect due to multipath propagation.

Theoretically, correlation matrices at receiver side $R_{Rx}$ and transmitter side $R_{Tx}$ can be calculated as [21], [61], [62]

$$R_{Tx}(f) = A^H(f)A(f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

and

$$R_{Rx}(f) = A(f)A^H(f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

where $H$ denotes the Hermitian operator.

In our work, we will calculate averaged correlation coefficient for every sub-channel as a frequency average over sub-sub-channels. For example, averaged correlation ma-
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trix at receiver side of a sub-channel is computed as

$$\bar{R}_{Rx} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} A (f_{submin} + (k - 1) \Delta f) A^H (f_{submin} + (k - 1) \Delta f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where $K$ is the number of sub-sub-channels in a sub-channel, $f_{submin}$ is the lowest frequency of each sub-band, and $\Delta f$ is bandwidth of sub-sub-channels. In our experiments, $K$ equals to 1000 and $\Delta f$ equals to 125 KHz.

It is noted that the diagonal elements of correlation matrix are real values. With a sufficient number of $K$, the values of diagonal elements of averaged correlation matrix of each sub-channel are almost equal because they represent the averaged power of propagation paths. Therefore, normalized averaged correlation matrix will be calculated as

$$\bar{R}_{Rx}^\text{norm} = \frac{N\bar{R}_{Rx}(f)}{\text{tr} (\bar{R}_{Rx}(f))}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

where $N$ is equal to $N_r$, $\text{tr} (\bar{R}_{Rx}(f))$ is the trace of matrix $\bar{R}_{Rx}(f)$, and $\rho_{ij}$ is complex correlation coefficient. The averaged power correlation coefficient $\hat{\rho}_p$ can be cal-
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Figure 4.17: Correlation coefficient of sub-channels

\[ \hat{\rho}_p = \frac{1}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{N} |\rho_{ij}|^2. \] 

(4.7)

From the measured data, we calculated the averaged power correlation coefficient at receiver side \( \hat{\rho}_p \) as expressed in Eq. (4.7) for the considered MIMO configurations. Fig. 4.17 illustrates the correlation coefficient calculated for every sub-channel. As can be seen from this figure, the correlation coefficient is kept under 0.1 in the whole range of the examined frequency band. In the low frequency region, the correlation coefficient is slightly higher than that in the high frequency region. This is because the mutual couplings between antenna elements of MIMO antennas are below -10 dB at low frequency band, and below -20 dB at high frequency band as shown in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.14. Thanks to very small correlation coefficients, channel capacity of sub-channels will not be much affected from antenna mutual coupling. Moreover,
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similar results of correlation coefficients in transmitter side can be easily achieved by expression in Eq. (4.7) and measured data.

4.3.3 Channel Capacity Estimation

The goal of this section is estimating the change of channel capacity of MIMO systems over the considered frequency range. This is much interesting for real MIMO applications in cognitive radio, where operating frequency must be switched to available channels in a wide frequency range. The estimation is undertaken from the averaged capacity of sub-channels from measured data. Averaged channel capacity is computed at the SNR value of 10 dB.
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Fig. 4.18 presents a comparison of averaged channel capacity in the measured frequency band. It can be seen that, for the all MIMO configurations, channel capacity almost remains unchanged inside the bandwidth of the MIMO antennas (from 2.3 GHz to 4.0 GHz), whereas channel capacity is reduced outside of the bandwidth. It is because of the impedance matching issues of antennas since VSWR values outside the MIMO antenna bandwidth significantly increases as shown in Fig. 4.10 (the two-port MIMO antenna) and Fig. 4.13 (the four-port MIMO antenna). Therefore, outside the bandwidth, MIMO antennas do not operate as well as its performance inside the bandwidth.

Furthermore, at around 2.5 GHz, the channel capacity is slightly higher than at other frequencies. The reason comes from both dependence of wave propagation characteristics of the reverberation chamber and the dependence of antenna performance on frequency. The first reason has a strong effect to channel capacity in a wide examined frequency range. It would be the main reason in this case. In fact, the reverberation chamber in our laboratory is a hand-made radio echoic chamber that supports multipath-rich wave propagation. However, wave propagation characteristics (attenuation or time spread) are frequency dependent. In low frequency region, attenuation of wave propagation is smaller than that in high frequency region, therefore, receive power is greater ($\sigma^2 = 0.645$ as shown in Fig. 4.16). As a result, channel capacity of sub-channel in this frequency region is slightly higher.

The second reason is because of the dependence of antenna performance on frequency. This is not primary reason, however, in term of antenna gain, we can see in Section 4.1.5 that the peak gain of 4.5 dBi can be achieved at around 2.45 GHz. In addition, in term of impedance matching, good matching of the MIMO antennas can be obtained at around 2.5 GHz as illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (the two-port MIMO antenna) and Fig. 4.13 (the four-port MIMO antenna) whereas outside the bandwidth, MIMO antennas are mismatched.
Furthermore, among the three MIMO configurations, the $4 \times 4$ scheme offers the highest whereas the $2 \times 2$ scheme provides the lowest system capacity. This is a well-known knowledge and predictable for MIMO systems with normal antennas. However, from the view point of new antenna designing, these results confirm that our proposed antennas work well in particular systems. Moreover, it means the proposed broadband antenna element is not only simple but also very effective.

### 4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a simple and compact broadband antenna. Detailed explorations are conducted to analyze the performance of the antenna. The antenna offers a relative bandwidth of over 50% for VSWR less than 2, extending from approximately 2.4 GHz to 4.0 GHz with the centre frequency of 3.2 GHz. Compared with the conventional dipole, the proposed antenna also has high gain and cross polarization level characteristics.

In additional, we proposed two simple broadband MIMO antennas that are designed based on the proposed broadband antenna. Measured results show that these MIMO antennas also have a relative bandwidth of over 50%. Mutual coupling is kept under -10 dB at low frequencies and under -20 dB at high frequencies in the bandwidth of the MIMO antennas.

We also conducted some MIMO experiments in a reverberation chamber in a wide range of frequency to examine the change of channel capacity over a wide frequency range. It has been pointed out that, in all the considered MIMO configurations, the channel capacity mostly remains unchanged in the bandwidth of the MIMO antennas. This result is very important for MIMO systems in cognitive radio since they have to change working frequency during their operation. Thanks to good characteristics, both the proposed broadband antenna and the MIMO antennas are promising for MIMO
applications in cognitive radio.
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A Compact UWB Antenna

5.1 Introduction of UWB antennas

Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology, which migrates over wide range of frequency bands from 3.1 GHz to 10.3 GHz, has received a number of attentions in recent times. Its devices employ very narrow or short duration pulses, therefore, requires such a wideband transmission bandwidth. It is believed that UWB technology would be a key factor for advanced wireless communication systems such as UWB-MIMO, which may offer a data rate of more than 1 Gb/s [41]. Since UWB technique is still in its initial research adventure, UWB antenna currently has been an attractive topic.

Recently, several UWB antennas have been introduced [64]-[71]. However, overcoming the complexity and large size of antenna configurations are still a challenging for antenna engineers. The size of printed UWB antennas are usually around 40 mm × 50 mm to 25 mm × 25 mm [64]-[66]. Furthermore, most of available UWB antenna are slot antennas [70] or patch antennas with different modified sharps of patch and feeding configuration [64]-[69].

In this chapter, we present a novel UWB antenna which is based on the printed dipole type. The size of the proposed antenna is only 9 mm × 57.5 mm × 1.6 mm. Al-
though antenna length is slightly long, its width is one of the narrowest among available UWB antennas. With such compact dimension, the antenna can be easily located inside a small volume. Furthermore, thanks to the simple design and compact size of the proposed UWB antenna, it is expected that some UWB-MIMO antennas, assembled from the proposed UWB antenna, can be achieved for UWB-MIMO communications.

### 5.2 Compact UWB Dipole Antenna

#### 5.2.1 Antenna Design

Fig. 5.1 illustrates the configuration of the proposed antenna, of which components are etched onto a piece of printed circuit board. The substrate material is FR4 epoxy that has a relative permittivity of 4.4 and loss tangent of 0.02. The thickness of substrate is 1.6 mm. The antenna mainly consists of four parts: a dipole, a grounding component,
Table 5.1: The optimum geometrical parameters (mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of dipole arm</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of grounding part</td>
<td>d1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of loaded patch</td>
<td>d2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between grounding part and dipole arm</td>
<td>s1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space between load patch and dipole arm</td>
<td>s2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of transmission line</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of dipole arm</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of feeding strip</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of feeding strip</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of substrate</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of substrate (d1 + s1 + 2m + a + s2 + d2)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A transmission line feeding the dipole, and a patch. The arms of the dipole and two lines of the transmission line are assembled at different sides of the antenna substrate, similar to our previous work [72]. However, instead of a parallel transmission line as in [72], in this design, there is a vertical deflection between lines of the transmission line. The reason is to make currents on the lines more unbalanced, so that the transmission line can act as a radiator even it is designed to feed the dipole. In addition, we design a patch located at the end of the transmission line. The mutual coupling between the patch and the top-side arm of the dipole also plays an important role to make currents on the transmission line unbalanced. The geometrical parameters, optimized to obtain the possible largest bandwidth for VSWR less than 2, are listed in Table 5.1.

5.2.2 Results and Discussion

The proposed antenna has been manufactured in our university. Photographs of the proposed antenna are shown in Fig. 5.2 with front and back views. The size of the
antenna is compared with the size of a 500-JPY coin. We measured the manufactured antenna by a vector network analyzer in an anechoic chamber. Fig. 5.3 shows the comparison of the simulated and measured VSWR characteristics of the antenna. As can be seen from Fig. 5.3, the measured bandwidth for VSWR less than 2 covers the frequency range of 3.5-9.9 GHz, accounting for a relative bandwidth of over 95.5%. The VSWR response across the bandwidth features a multiple resonance operation. Also, simulation and measurement are in good agreement.

It is noted that, SMA connector as well as RF cable has not been considered in simulation. However, in measurement, the antenna is fed by the VNA via an FR cable and an SNA connector. Even though, good agreement between simulation and measurement can be seen in Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.4 illustrates the measured radiation patterns at different frequencies in both E plane and H plane. As can be seen from this figure, in the low frequency region, antenna radiation pattern is similar to that of a conventional dipole whereas in the high frequency region, there are some additional beams. This may suggest that at the low frequencies, the dipole plays a significant role in antenna performance while at
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![Antenna Radiation Patterns](image)

Figure 5.4: Measured cross-polarization (dashed line) and co-polarization (solid line) radiation patterns of the antenna: (a) E-plane 3.5 GHz; (b) E-plane 5.5 GHz; (c) E-plane 7.5 GHz; (d) E-plane 9.7 GHz; (e) H-plane 3.5 GHz; (f) H-plane 5.5 GHz; (g) H-plane 7.5 GHz; (h) H-plane 9.7 GHz.

![Antenna Gain](image)

Figure 5.5: Measured antenna gain [dBi] in XY plane

high frequencies; a combination of radiation components (including transmission line, dipole, and the patch) may make the antenna more directional.

The antenna also offers good gains in E plane as shown in Fig. 5.5. In the entire
its bandwidth, antenna peak gain varies from about 1.4 dBi to 5.2 dBi. The maximum gain can be achieved at frequency 6.36 GHz. This value is much better than that of a conventional half-wave dipole.

Furthermore, gain at 90-degree direction is also presented. Comparing with the peak, the gain at 90-degree direction is smaller in high frequency region. This is because at high frequency radiation patterns may be distorted due to mutual coupling of components, then the main lobe is changed into other direction.

In order to provide an insight view of antenna performance, we explore the current distributions in simulation at some different frequencies as shown in Fig. 5.6. At the low frequency region of the antenna bandwidth (around 3.5 GHz), currents on the patch and transmission line are strong. Thus, they play a role as a radiation component to extend antenna bandwidth into the lower frequency region. The main radiation part is the dipole since electric currents on it is strong compared with currents on other parts. As a result, radiation pattern is similar to that of a conventional dipole as shown in Figs. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b).

On the other hand, at high frequency region, currents on the dipole and the patch are relatively weak whereas a majority of the electric currents is concentrated on the transmission line. Thanks to the unbalanced design of transmission line as well as mutual coupling between the dipole, the patch and the transmission line, the transmission line will act as a radiation part. It would be important to note that the upper line of the transmission line consists of two segments separated by the feeding line of the dipole. These segments are corresponding to multiple resonant operations at the high frequency region.

5.2.3 Key Parameter Studies

In this section, we highlight the effects of some key parameters by successively adjusting them while keeping the others unchanged.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated current distributions

Width of substrate-Related ($n$): When compared with other available UWB antennas [64]-[71], one of the advantage of this proposed antenna is the small dimension of substrate width. With this distinguished feature, the antenna can be easily integrated into a narrow space in portable devices. When designing the antenna, we tried to optimize it as small as possible. In fact, this dimension has a critical effect to impedance matching of the antenna, particularly in high frequency range of antenna bandwidth. The reason is because it directly relates to mutual coupling between the dipole and the transmission line, which both are very important in antenna operation. Fig. 5.7 illustrates the effect of width of substrate on the antenna operating bandwidth. Since impedance matching of the antenna is much sensitive on mutual coupling between antenna components, the variation of width of substrate will significantly result to frequency of resonance operation. Thus, as can be seen from Fig. 5.7, when $n$ equals to 8 mm or 10 mm, at some different frequencies (for example 5.7 GHz or 8.8 GHz with $n = 8$ mm), antenna becomes mismatched, and VSWR value increases. For VSWR-less-than-two bandwidth, $n$ has been chosen equal to 9 mm.
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Dipole arm-Related (m): The dipole obviously plays an important role in the whole antenna performance. Among parameters of the dipole, we examine the variation of length of dipole arm as it would be the most important. Fig. 5.8 shows the effect of varying the parameter on the impedance matching. As can be seen from the figure, the VSWR characteristic of the antenna on low frequency region has a strong
fluctuation with a small change in the length of dipole arm. In the meantime, at high frequency region, VSWR is almost unchanged. This highlights that, at low frequency region, the dipole is a primary radiation part.

**Length of loaded patch-Related (d2):** Since electric currents on the patch shown in Fig. 5.6 are not much strong, the effect of the patch on impedance matching, therefore, is not major. Fig. 5.9 shows the effect of this dimension. From this figure, we can see that resonating frequencies, where antenna performs with good matching, are almost unchanged. The patch may support much on extending antenna bandwidth into low frequency region. As can be seen, with a larger patch ($d_2 = 25$ mm), the antenna can offer a slightly wider bandwidth. We are working to optimize the size of the patch which would be smaller in expectation.

### 5.3 Chapter Summary

A compact printed UWB dipole antenna was proposed in this chapter. The total volume of the antenna is only $9 \text{ mm} \times 57.5 \text{ mm} \times 1.6 \text{ mm}$ with a simple design. An-
tenna measured results show that the proposed antenna offers a bandwidth of 95.5% for VSWR less than 2, covering from 3.5 GHz to 9.9 GHz. It has been highlighted that in term of impedance matching, the antenna is not much affected from RF cables. We also examined antenna radiation patterns at different frequencies. Furthermore, some parametric studies of the geometric and electric parameters of the proposed antenna were explored within detailed discussions. This antenna would be a good reference to design compact UWB-MIMO antennas.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This final chapter summarizes the main results of this dissertation and highlights possible areas for future research.

6.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have proposed and discussed two compact MIMO antennas and its performance in practical MIMO systems in different environments. Moreover, we proposed a simple broadband antenna and its two broadband MIMO antennas for MIMO applications in cognitive radio. Experiments with the proposed MIMO antennas inside a reverberation chamber in a wide range frequency are also conducted. In addition, we have developed an UWB dipole antenna for UWB-MIMO applications. The antenna is designed within a compact size, simple form, but offers good characteristics.

At first, the designs of two novel wideband compact MIMO antennas for MIMO wireless communications are illustrated. One has three ports, whereas the other has six ports. These MIMO antennas achieved a bandwidth over 16% at the centre frequency of 2.6 GHz. Mutual couplings between ports of the antennas are very low. They are kept under -20 dB and -18 dB for the three-port and the six-port MIMO antennas.
respectively. The size is only 40 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm for three-port MIMO antenna and 56 mm × 56 mm × 56 mm for the six-port MIMO antenna at the centre frequency of around 2.6 GHz.

We also presented the results of measurements on MIMO systems that utilized the proposed MIMO antennas in different environments. Measured data were processed in order to examine the channel characteristics such as received signal levels or CDFs of eigenvalues. Detailed explanations in data normalization or theoretical calculations of PDFs for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading environment for 3 × 3 or 3 × 6 MIMO cases were also presented. Furthermore, the effects of the compact MIMO antennas and linear array antennas on channel capacity were investigated. As a result, high capacity can be achieved from the MIMO systems which utilized the proposed compact MIMO antennas.

Successively, we proposed a simple and compact broadband antenna. Detailed explorations are conducted to analyze the performance of the antenna. The antenna offers a wide bandwidth of over 50%, extending from approximately 2.4 GHz to 4.0 GHz. It also has high gain and high cross polarization levels. In additional, we proposed two simple broadband antenna MIMO antennas that are designed based on the proposed broadband antenna. Measured results show that these MIMO antennas also have a relative bandwidth of over 50%. Mutual couplings are kept under -10 dB at low frequencies and under -20 dB at high frequencies in the bandwidth of the broadband MIMO antennas.

Some MIMO experiments were conducted inside a reverberation chamber in a wide range of frequency to examine the change of channel capacity over a wide frequency range. It has been pointed out that, in all considered MIMO configurations, the channel capacity mostly remains unchanged in the bandwidth of the MIMO antennas whereas it is reduced remarkably outside of the band. Thanks to good performances of the proposed broadband antenna as well as the broadband MIMO antennas, we suggest to
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utilize them in broadband applications such as MIMO systems in cognitive radio.

Finally, we proposed a compact UWB dipole antenna within a small size of 9 mm \( \times \) 57.5 mm \( \times \) 1.6 mm. Antenna characteristics such as VSWR, radiation patterns, current distributions are investigated carefully. Some key parameters are also highlighted with detailed discussions. Because of the compact size and simple design, the proposed UWB antenna can be used to develop UWB-MIMO antennas for UWB-MIMO communications.

6.2 Future Work

Here, we highlight possible areas for further research in MIMO antennas for advanced wireless communications systems.

- Since the broadband antenna is electrically not compact, we are working to reduce its size while try to enhance its bandwidth, perhaps covering UWB band.

- Since the broadband antenna is very simple, it is expected that designing a twelve-port cube-based broadband MIMO antenna will be realized soon.

- Frequency reconfigurable antennas also may be developed from the proposed broadband antenna.

Finally, we are also planning to optimize parameters of the broadband antenna using genetic algorithm.
Appendix A

Theoretical expressions for the marginal distribution of all eigenvalues of MIMO correlation matrices in i.i.d. Rayleigh fading environment is introduced in [20]. The main point is based on the calculations for the largest eigenvalue. The marginal distribution function of the largest eigenvalue is presented as

\[
P(\lambda_1 \in [0, \lambda]) = \frac{|G(\lambda)|}{\prod_{k=1}^{N_0} (N_0 - k)! (M_0 - k)!} \quad (1)
\]

where \(N_0 = \min(N_t, N_r), M_0 = \max(N_t, N_r), G(\lambda) \in \mathbb{R}^{N_0 \times N_0}\) is a matrix, and \(G_{m,n}(\lambda)\) is represented by the lower incomplete gamma function \(\gamma(M_0-N_0+m+n-1, \lambda)\).

Then, the determinant \(|G(\lambda)|\) in Eq. (1) can be computed using the following formula of the lower incomplete gamma function [73]

\[
\gamma(s, x) = (s - 1)! \left( 1 - \sum_{k=0}^{s-1} \frac{x^k}{k!} e^{-x} \right) \quad (2)
\]

Since the calculation for the largest eigenvalue is completed, the final calculation of density functions of eigenvalues is also explored in the combination of polynomial
and exponential functions as

\[ p(\lambda_i) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} c^{(i)}_k \cdot a_k(\lambda_i) \cdot e^{-(k+1)\lambda_i}. \]  

(3)

The polynomials and coefficients in this expression can be derived in a number of calculations, that may take a long time when the number of antennas in MIMO is large. The coefficients \( c^{(i)}_k \) is computed according to the recurrence expression below.

\[
c^{(i)}_k = (-1)^{k-i} \times \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i = 0 \text{ or } k = i \\
|c^{(i-1)}_{k-1}| + |c^{(i-1)}_{k-1}| & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Furthermore, the polynomial \( a_k(\lambda_i) \) in Eq. (3) could be determined from identity method as following explanation. The first step is to calculate the distribution function \( P(\lambda_1) \) of the largest eigenvalue presented in Eq. (1). The next is to take the differential of \( P(\lambda) \) with respect to \( \lambda \) to get the density function \( p(\lambda) \) as equation:

\[ p(\lambda) = \frac{d}{d\lambda} P(\lambda) \]  

(5)

The final step of this identity approach is to identify common terms with respect to exponential \( e^{-k\lambda} \). It is noted that, as shown in Eq. (3), the coefficient of \( e^{-k\lambda} \) will become \( a_{k-1}(\lambda_i) \) after replacing \( \lambda \) by \( \lambda_i \).

We calculated polynomials for several \( N_t \) and \( N_r \) cases that are considered in this thesis as following.
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For $2 \times 2$ MIMO:

$$a_0 (\lambda) = 2 - 2\lambda + \lambda^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$a_1 (\lambda) = -2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For $2 \times 4$ MIMO:

$$a_0 (\lambda) = 2\lambda^2 - \lambda^3 + \frac{1}{6}\lambda^4.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$a_1 (\lambda) = -2\lambda^2 - \lambda^3 - \frac{1}{6}\lambda^4.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

For $3 \times 6$ MIMO:

$$a_0 (\lambda) = \frac{5}{2}\lambda^3 - 2\lambda^4 - \frac{5}{8}\lambda^5 - \frac{1}{12}\lambda^6 + \frac{1}{240}\lambda^7.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$a_1 (\lambda) = 5\lambda^3 + \lambda^4 - \frac{1}{4}\lambda^5 - \frac{1}{12}\lambda^6 + \frac{1}{120}\lambda^7 + \frac{1}{2880}\lambda^9 + \frac{1}{2880}\lambda^{10}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$a_2 (\lambda) = \frac{5}{2}\lambda^3 + 3\lambda^4 + \frac{13}{8}\lambda^5 + \frac{1}{2}\lambda^6 + \frac{7}{80}\lambda^7 + \frac{1}{120}\lambda^8 + \frac{1}{2880}\lambda^9.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)
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For $4 \times 4$ MIMO:

$$a_0 (\lambda) = 4 - 12\lambda + 18\lambda^2 - \frac{34}{3}\lambda^3 + \frac{7}{2}\lambda^4 - \frac{1}{2}\lambda^5 + \frac{1}{36}\lambda^6.$$  \hspace{0.6cm} (13)

$$a_1 (\lambda) = 12 - 24\lambda + 24\lambda^2 - \frac{8}{3}\lambda^3 + \frac{4}{3}\lambda^4 - \frac{4}{3}\lambda^5 + \frac{4}{9}\lambda^6 - \frac{1}{18}\lambda^7 + \frac{1}{72}\lambda^8.$$  \hspace{0.6cm} (14)

$$a_2 (\lambda) = 12 - 12\lambda + 6\lambda^2 + \frac{14}{3}\lambda^3 + \frac{23}{6}\lambda^4 + \frac{5}{6}\lambda^5 + \frac{1}{12}\lambda^6.$$  \hspace{0.6cm} (15)

$$a_3 (\lambda) = 4.$$  \hspace{0.6cm} (16)
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